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Kung Fu – Wu Dang Five Dragons 
Heavenly Dipper Dragon Heart Sword

Hard and soft support each other,

fast and slow follow each other,

moving clouds-flowing water,

body and sword unify.

“Life has to be protected and the marvellous thing is that
when we are nourishing we are also protecting and when
we are protecting we are saving what will be necessary to

rebuild our life”1

“Every step is a prayer” was the sentence I was telling 
myself to give me the strength while walking up the 
mountain the first time. Legs were weak and the lungs were 
asking for more oxygen to face the what seemed to be 
never-ending-walk-uphill.The first walk to the temple is 
hard, staircase are continuous and I had no idea of when the 
temple was going to appear in front of my eyes.
I decided to apply to the Sword training last October by 
intuition, I didn't know that I was stepping into a bigger 
healing process. It just came to me, almost like “the circle 
come to the person that is doing the form” as Li Shi Fu said
one day during training.
Step after step, the arch appeared to my eyes, with the two 
lion statues as guardians, the word “home” crossed my 
thoughts, followed by a “silly you, why do you say Home?”

*Drawings during the Sword Training

The Sword Form and the Practice

The sword training of three weeks has focused first on basics with the sword, combined with morning 
QiGong practice, kicks and strech of the tendons, and study of the Scriptures. Days have been full of 
new material, and often really challenging in terms of fatigue, more specifically for the limits that the 
mind has engrained that we were constantly required to overcome. Having left the daily routine behind 
and being still not grounded in the reality of the Temple the first week I perceived a full mental and 
physical opening, a clear mind, enriched with visions and dreams. The body was still not there though. 
From the second week on I decided to start a healing process that I was procrastinating since years and 
with it the sword training brought even more attention to the physical body: almost each muscle was 
sore and little by little the feet were (and are) tracing a more visible mark on the ground. Being more on

1“Essence Spirit Blood and Qi”, Claude Larre and Elisabeth Rochat de la Vallée, Monkey Press, 1999



my two feet brought also a lot of thoughts to the mind, the mental level felt more full, being more 
involved in the dynamic of the place and people started to fill up the mental tank, meditation became 
harder, and this challenge brought me to witness how many thoughts are cluttering the mind every day, 
“yes, they do take a lot of space!”. My “heaven-mind” touched the ground and I found myself asking 
for mercy to the spirits and the nature for being such a not-perfect and down-to-earth human being, 
with so many silly thoughts that were a wall in the communication with them. My conclusion has been 
that I have to face my monsters before starting to elevate the mind again. This period is really 
necessary.

Time has passed, the sword has been my friend, my enemy, my curse and my bless, I hated the form, I 
loved it, sometimes I found no sense in learning it then I found unification with the nature and ules of 
the cosmo through it. It is an ancient form, Li Shi Fu transmitted us the respect, precision and care that 
it requires: it's like having a crystal gold bowl in the hands, and try to dance with it. Each time I 
practice I ask myself an high level of attention and concentration, if I practice without following the 
requirements, I feel that I'm not respectful to the lineage that brought with sweat, commitment and love
this form to us nowadays. Through the sword the body needs to ground and flow (and possibly fly in 
the future, said Shi Fu once I asked him what would be a goal for my personal training at home), the 
postures needs to get lower, the wrist strong and fast, the steps precise, the rhythm alive. The 
requirements are high and I am thankful they are. 
The examination of the form, at the end of the training, one by one in front of Li Shi Fu and the older 
students has triggered adrenaline, energy and also a bit of discouragement: in the past these forms were 
practiced for years, people were committing their life to them, they lived for the form, dedicating their 
time completely to arrive to the precision required. How can we, nowadays, even touch in the distance 
a glimpse of that perfection? What this form bring to me? What will it reveal?
Looking at how far the group arrived in three weeks of training (remembering that almost none of us 
have had a sword in their hands before) is rewarding. 
Now, at the airport waiting to fly home, with the sword by my side, the only thing I'd love to do is to 
start practicing.

I am at the first steps on this Sword trail, for now I know that the 
sword tells me right a way (with its tip hitting the ground) if I am not
in the present moment. She is waiting for the moment in which I will
eventually leave to her a part of the stirring wheel, she's waiting for 
the moment in which I will be able to become fluent in my upper 
body, fluid like water, unify with her, and so eventually the dialogue
will start, that may take the moves of the dragon's tale.

The Healing Process

I arrived at BaiMaShan with the intention of learning the 
fundamentals of the Heavenly Sword Form and I found myself 
facing a bigger issue left apart in my daily busy life.
A process started without me being conscious of it. I didn't came 
here with the idea of facing my health blockage with blood 
circulation, it just happened.

Since 2010 my menstruation have been rare (three times in 8 years), my blood circulation have never 
been good, but I never decided to take action towards going deeper on the understanding the causes of 
this unbalanced system. I saw doctors and gynecologists, basically I didn't want to face the problem 



seriously. The absence of menstruation is just the tip of the iceberg, Li Shi Fu once used a great 
example, he had a glass on his hands: “when you arrived you were like this: an empty glass of water. It
was like you had a hole and the water was leaking. Now we have closed the hole so the water is 
starting to fill in the glass again. It will take time to recover but eventually we'll arrive to the point that
the water will overflow”

“The boat is leaking, captain”, I thought.

After lunch one day I sat close to Cheng Feng and talked to her about my situation. I did it naturally, 
without too much previous thinking: the step was done, I couldn't take back. I had moments in which I 
wanted to take a step back from the process. During my staying at the temple it has required me to be 
present, to ask for help, to light the fire, to be disciplined and committed, to take plants roots during the
break, to grab dry woods to cook the medicine, to take track of time and days, to share with others my 
story (until now kept private), to ask others to literally “light my fire”. This healing asks for 
commitment and discipline.
The pot that every three days has boiled on top of the wooden fire in the shed has been surrounded by 
the people I loved. The first night, when I was feeling such a beginner lighting the fire, a friend entered 
in the shed and started to light the flame with his breath, then people started to sit down around it, not 
knowing that for me they were becoming a part of a moment I won't forget, a moment really important 
in my life; some night we sang, sometimes while my fire was turning off someone would enter and 
help me keeping it alive. Three days ago Shi Fu's little nephew while playing helped me to wash the 
roots of my medicine plants. These two little hands were washing what is restoring my body to maybe 
become a mother again.
During the three weeks here my physical body started to shift, the well prepared lunches and dinners 
kept my body warm and well regulated, an incredible help for my healing. The major difference I feeel 
now is the temperature of my hands: I arrived here with cold hands and feet, thinking it was one of my 
peculiarity, in Italy we say: “Mani fredde, cuore caldo” (trad.“Cold hands, warm heart”) so I always 
took it as a matter of fact. Now my hands are warm, as my feet.

Since I'm here I have constant recalls to the bible: I was raised 
catholic but I took a distance from it since a long time. 
Apparently there's something coming to the surface, the words 
“Incarnation” and “Passion” crossed my mind. “We are all 
Jesus, we just forget that we are” said Shi Fu once, while 
exchanging these thoughts before lunch. This gives me the 
inspiration of going back home and read parts of the bible to 
find points of connection with the Dao.

Jing Shen Xue Qi, Essences (Movement), Spirit, Blood and Qi. 
These elements have been part of my daily routine, as the 
continuous flow of emotions and thoughts. I had a lot of 
moments where I felt challenged in different levels: mentally, 
physically, emotionally and spiritually, and that brought up 
more substance in how I am experiencing myself and what 
happens to me. In here I have had profound belly laughters, the 
ones that come directly from the profound belly bottom, that I 

wasn't experiencing since a while. It seems things are touching me more deeply as I come back little by
little more in my body.



I'm on my way home now, a bag pack half full of Chinese herbs and medicine prepared with attention 
and care by Cheng Feng for my servings for the two months to come. My eyes are looking up to the 
sky and far, my aspiration are higher now, my body feels full of informations to integrate. 
The beginning is the end is the beginning, the circle keeps manifesting. 

“I said to my soul, be still and wait without hope, 
for hope would be hope for the wrong thing; wait without love, 

for love would be love of the wrong thing; there is yet faith, 
but the faith and the love are all in the waiting. 

Wait without thought, for you are not ready for thought: 
So the darkness shall be the light, 

and the stillness the dancing.” 

~ T.S.Eliot


